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ADVANCE CONFIDENTIAL RXPQF{T ,

AN ANALYSIS OF JZT-PROPULSION SYSTEMS

By Kermedy F’. llube~t’

An ailalysis h:.s been “made of jet-propulsion systcrns
deriving their entire tlir’u,st f’ro.mjeb l’es.ctioii of tile
products of combustion, Wit}i a view to &idinG visualiz e--
tion of the possibilities and li.mi.tations of this class
of jet propulsio~s Jquat ions are de”~e~o~ed’ for {deal
cycle, propulsive, and combined ef’f’icienci e::end p,re
extended to include pl-ov~siori for j-r~efi’i.ciency ii-ithe
Com:ponerlts of t.h.e syst~m .

The results of the analysis slowed tl:a b t~,e conb ined
efficiency, wt:ich is unacceptably low at speeds 1!sss
than ~QC) miles per hcur, b~cor?ies~;ea~”iyequal to tl-,a,t of
convent ~.on.ai.power plants of’ clurrci~tdesign at 500 miles
per hour. It w’as also shown that the efficiency will ?)e
increased considerably as the physical limitations cn
cycle telmperatu.re and blower s~eed are i’.sisecland as the
efficiencies of’ tile system com~onents are imp rov“ed. A
brief supplementary analysis indicated that, for :,t least
so’me conditions , tkie co~istant-volume- combustion
intermittent-operation ram jet possesses an a.dwantage
over the constant-pressure -combustion ibntlnuous-f.l ow

ram jet of abo’ut 2$:1 with resp~ct to theoretical com-

bined efficiency and about 2:1 wit}l
power per unit m%ss ail+ flow .

INTRODUCTION

!Chrust for aircraft -oronulsion

rsgard to thecrctieal

as the force reaction to ~laai-ward acceleration oi’ a “’

I .- ---- — —-
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gaseous tiass, ‘and propulsive systems may be cla.ssi~ied
accordin~ to the nature of’ the gases employed. and tb.e
method by which they are. accelerated. Rockets d.ertve both
the gases and the energy necessary for their acceleration
from chem~~cal reactton between constituents of the rocket
charge t Thrust in the conventional engine-propeller
propulsive system is obtal.ned mostly from the rearward
acceleration 01’ air engaged by the propeller, and the
energy to drive the propeller is obtained from combustion
of a hydrocarbon fuel in the engine. The thrust derived
from the propeller may be supplemented by that obtained
from rear~(ard acceleration of the en,gine exhaust gases,
which is ~~eferl~ed to as ‘~,jetthrustcl~ lltJetpropulsion’{
is a broad teum covering a class of propulsive systems
that, like conventional systems, derive their energy from
combustion supported by tlie alr in which the system
operates. These systems diff~r from conventional systeims
in that all air accelerated to produce thrust is handled
by internal-flow systems. Furthermore, much or ~11 of
the thrust developed by jet propulsion is due to rear-
ward acceleration of pases that have acted as workin~-.
su.bstanc,es for the thermodynamic cycle from which the
energy for propulsion is obtained.

+ P. new idea,~Tet propl~lsion 5.snod nor can the faill~re
to employ”i,t heretofore be attributed to a lack of under-

apvreciation or its rjerlts.standing oj? . Airplane per-
formance and. the ch~racter~.sti.cs of tlie components Of’
jet-propulsion engines formerly were such as to r,ake jet
propulsion Lovelessly inel’i’icient if not entirely i:opos-
sible. Both the airplane and the jet engine com.ponen-bs,
Biowever, hp,ve undergone continuous development qrid have
recently attained such a degree of refinement th,a,tjet
propulsion is vapidly becomj-ng not only possible but
also, in son:e respects, definitely advantageous.

The f~~r~ctions of converting heat into rlechanica~
work and applying this ‘MeC~”.12niCa;-‘work to p~’educing
thrust by rearwardly acceleratin~ a mass of air are
clearly separated in the conventional eng,ine-p.repeller
propulsive system. This clear-~ut division greatly
facilitates separate study of the efficiency of cor.ver-
sion of heat to work by the engine and of tl~e efficiency
of utilization of this wovi{ f’or propulsion by “the pro-
peller, and extensive research hfis been conducted in
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these fields. This independence ‘of thermodynamic and

p~apulsive ..efficiencies is lost when the gas that per-
forms the heat engine cycle serves also as the mass
accelerated to produce thrust and, consequently, the
propulsive efficiency becomes intimately” related to the
thermodynamic efficiency without, however, impairing the. ,.
usefulness of separate study of the thermodynarric and
propulsive efficiencies. .

Analyses of propulsion in.which the working sub-
stance of the thermodynamic cycle is the only mass
accelerated to produce tlmust are presented in this
paper, with a view to aiding visualization of thepossi-”
bilities and limitations of this class of jet propulsiorl.
The treatment is divided into t’hree sections: a basic
analysis of an ideal system in which the cycle, propul-
sive; and combined efficiencies and their interrelation
are developed; an extension of the basic analysis to
incorporate the effects of deviations from the ideal in
the execution of the several phases o.~ the thermodynamic
cycle; and a study and discussion of the implications of
the results of’ these analyses with regal--dto the possi-
bilities and limitations of jet propulsion.

In thie arialyses when parameters such as blower or
turbine efi’iciency, blcwer tip speed, or limiting temp-
erature have been assumed for the purpose of’ illus-
trating; the effects of the several variables, values have
been selected thfit are considered reasonable or repre-
sentative of cur~er.t practice.
however,

All necessary equations,
have been included, so that similar analyses

may be performed with whatever values are most in accord
with- the requirements of any specific case. Whenever
possible, blower temperature rises have been interpreted
in terms of the impeller ti~ speed of a single-stage
centrifugal blower for purp~ses of illustration, as an
aid to visualization of the actual physical conditions.
No simple relation between temperature rise and tip speed
can be applied to axial compressors as a class, however,
and the blower speeds used throughout this report must be
considered as restricted to those of centrifugal blowers
of usual construction. All the efficiency relations.
however? have been developed i.n terms of flight speed
and temperature and are equally applicable to centrifugal
blowers and axial compressors.

,/”;
—-—...—, —,,.—.-— — . . . .. ,,...—.—.-.. . --..— ------ -.--—... --.—- . . .——
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SYMBOLS

velocity of’ sound. at atmospheric temperature, feet

per second (4.9.06)

velocity of’ sound at any reference temperature Tr,

feet per second (49.O{T;)

specific heat at constant pressure of air
(0.24 Etu/lb/W)

specific heat at consta~;t volume of air
(O.2.7W./lb/°F )

thrust, pounds

ratio of weight to ~flass (32.2 ~b/slug)

altitude, feet

Joule~s mechanical equivalent of heat
(778 ft-lb/Btu)

Mach n~,ber of flight (v,/ao)

mass ~ir-f’low rate, slugs per second

absolute static pressure, pounds ~er square foot

thrust power, foot-pounds per second

power to wake, foot-pounds per second

input power, foot-pounds per second

P keat added per unit wei~ht of gas, Btuquantity 0.
per pound

ratio of stetic pressure at combustion-chamber
outlet to pressure at combustion-chamber inlet

thrust-power ratio
(
ratio of q ATC to the value

of T ATC for the d.at”m conditions of

Vo = 502 mph, H = 30,000 ft, TO = 411° F abs.;

Tmax = 1500° F abs., ~B = 0.80, ~T = 0.’75,

R = 0,916, and Vt =.1200 fps
)
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T
‘max
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Tr

Vo

Vt
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LTB

ATC

ATN

AT~

ATT

AV

A

‘f
=
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me
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entropy, Btu per pound.”per ‘F
i

temperature, 03 absolute

maximum allowable temperature, ‘F absolute

(To + AT~ + ATB + ATC
)

5

atmospheric temperature, ‘F absolute

reference temperatl~re, ‘F’ absolute

flight speed, feet per second unless otherwise
specified

blower tip speed, fleet per second

mechanical output of a tlnermodynamic cycle in heat
units, Btu per pound

blower temperature rise, ‘F <

combustion temperature rise, ‘F

nozzle temperature drop, OF

stagnation temperature rise$ OF

(.1
—v~2
2gJcD

2

( ))

V.
0.832 ~

turbine temperature drop, ‘F

net velocity change imposed. on propulsive air in
passing through the system, measured ‘oetween
stations of equal static pressure ahead of and
behind the airplane

increment

* (1.~)

blower efficiency

ther;lodynamic-cycle ei’”ficiency

.-—-–—-.-. .-. —_.-_.-_. . . ... . . ... . ---- . ___. .. -—. .. . . . ... ._. ,
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1-

‘P
propulsive efficiency

b /

~T turbine efficiency

n combined efficiency
“ (~c~P)

o,**-5 St=tiO~iS in jet-propulsion system (see fig. 1)
.

Condition designations: ,,

0 ,**” 5 conditions at corresponding stations in jet-
propulsion system when compression and
expansion are isentropic and combustion is
at constant pressure (see fig. 2)

,21>*~.5’ same as conditions 2,,..,5 except compression
and expansion are not isentropic (see fig. ~)

2’(,mo*5U same as conditions 21,...5! except pressure
loss occurs during combustion (see fig. 11)

2af,2bl,3a?”~

3bry3all,3b’~~
special conditions in figures 9 and 11

Subscripts:

in’ input.

out .
t

output

Outc basicjheat rejection associated with performance
of cycle,-

outB heat rejection associated with increase of
entropy in blower

\
outT heat rejection associated with increase of

‘entropy in turbine

Outc heat rejection primarily associated with excess
entropy increase d’urihgcombustion as a
result of pressure loss in combustion process

.

Symbols given as condition designations are used as
identifying subscripts to symbols denoting properties of
the working substance at the conditions designated,
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Basic Assumptions
●

For simplicity, the entire analysis has been ideal-
ized in two important respects. Qnly the heating effect ,
of the fuel is considered; that is~ the contributioil of
the fuel .to the mass of the exhaust gas is disregarded.
The working substance of the cycle, in addition, is .
assumed to be a perfect gas having the constant specific
heats of air under standard con~itions. The efficiency
relatior.s are considerably stmpl~.fied through the adoption
of these assumptions, and it is believed that tke conse-
~Ueilt greater ease of visualization of the effects of’
dominant variables outweighs the loss of accuracy involved.
In the excellent treatment of combustion-turbine effic-
iencies given in reference 1, the effect of these sim-
plifying assumptions is shown to b.esmall and to lead to
slightly conservative results.

Further simplification of the analysis has been
obtained by assuming that the velocities at the cornbustion-
chamber inlet and outlet are sufficiently low to per-mit
interchangeable use of total,pressure and static pressure.
Installation losses, such as those in ducting external to
the essential Darts of the jet unit, have been disregarded
because of’the?r relative unimportance in efficient
installations.

Ideal-System Efficiencies

Thermodynamic-cycle efficiencies.- Of.the many dif-
ferent thermodynamic cycles employed-for converting heat
to mechanical energy, only two are at ~resent of impor-
tance in jet propulsion. One of the cycles, in which
combustion occurs at constant volume, is erpployed only
for highly specialized applications, and the discussion
of this cycle is limited to ‘atreatment in the appandix
of its more important characteristics. The other cycle,
which is the basic ideal cycle of almost all jet-
propulsion systems, is composed of four phases: isen-
tropic compression, constant-pressure addition of heat,
isentropic expansion, and constant-pressure rejection
of heat. This thermodynamic cycle was first applied in
the Brayton complete-expansion engine and is called t~~e
Brayton cycle.

. ----- . . . ..-—-— -.-.—. .. ... . .. . .. .----- .. —--—. . . . .—-
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The method by which the Brayton cycle is utilized -
for jet propulsion is illustrated schematically in
figure 1. Air from the free stream is inducted and com-
pressed, heat is added in the combustion chamber, and the,
heatqd air is expan@ed in the exit nozzle to produce a
high-velocity propulsive jet. The campress~on mzy be
obtained entirely from tinedynamic pressure of fliglit,
in which case the ‘device is called a ram jet. The dynamic:-
compression is more commonly supplemented by the use of
an axial-~low compressor, or a centrifugal blower, .usu.ally
driven directly by a turbine that extracts tilenecessary
energy from the heated air befofieit is.delivered to the
propulsive jet. ‘Fora discussion of the ideal cycle,

,’ however; it is unnecessary to distinguish between the ~
various means of accornp.lishingthe desired. compression
and exq?ansion;

The 13ray$on cycle is illustra.ted.thermodynamically
by a pressure-volume diagram in figure 2(a) and by a
temperature-entropy diagram in figure 2(b). The cycle ,
efficiency is readily obtained from a study of the
quantities of heat sup~iied and rejected. The heat

. input to a pound of gas is given by

.

(Qin =CP ATC = CP T3 - T2)

J’3= T-dS
2

(1)

where ATC is the temperature rise in tilecombustiori .
phase of the cycle. This ‘heat input is.represented
graphically in figure 2(b) by.the area A23BA. The heat
rejected is . .

(Qout =Cp T5 - ;.)

P5
n

J
T ds

.0
(’2)

indicated in figure 2(b) by the area N15BA. ; The dif-
ference between heat supplied and heat rejected is the
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amount of b-eat converted to mechanical work; that is,

[(
,.

EV~ = Cp T3
)]-9”P 5-TO

9

(3)

represented in figure 2(b) by the area 02350. The cycle
efficier.cy is the ratio of the mechan~.cal-work output
to the heat input:,.

Work outmt

T5 - To
l-——————

TX - T2
/

Heat input

0!.( )( )1
cpT5-T2-T5-T~

(Cp T5 - T2)

Now, from the thermodynamic relations for Isentropic
processes,

‘L-L

()~3_ ‘PJ y
—-

‘5 .P5

and, since P2 = p3 and P5.= PO’

Thus
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T2 - TO

q~ = T,
2

bTclto2= ——
TO + ATO to z

(5)

that is, the thermodynamic efficiency of tke ideal cycle
is the ratio of the compression temperature rise to the
absolute temperature at the end of’ compression. It ShOUld
be noted that” the cycle efl’iclericy is independent of the
amount of’ heat added.

The f’.ompi’essiontemperature rise
‘% t@2

is tile

sum of the dynamic comprsssio.a or stagnation temperature
rise ATs and the blower temper>.tu.re rise hTB: that is,

ATti top = ATs + AT3

The stagnation temperature rise is given by

1
ATS = — I,To2

2gcpJ

(<)

Another convenient expression (or A’T~ i~.

in which the MacFi number No is the ra.ti.oof I’ligilt

speed to sonic velocity (at atmospb.si’ic “temperatv,re. A
convenient and reasonably accurate, although not always
precise, expression ~or the temperature rise in a con-
veiational centrifugal blower is (reference 2)
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1
ATB = — vt2

gcp J

2

=
()

1.664 &
,..

Also

ATB
L

‘()

‘t
—=(y-1)~Tr

,(8)

(9)

I
,;

II
:,

,: L where Vt/ar
I!:

is the ratio of impeller, tip speed to sonic

:/. velocity at the reference temperature Tr. If an axial-
flow cor,pressor is used instead of a centrifugal blower,.,\
equations (8) and (9) require a factor determined by the
characteristics of the compressor.

(’
Inasmuch as the prin-

ciples involved are not altered, this factor is omitted

The special case of the ram jet is of interest.
Because of the absence of a blower, the compression
temperature rise depends only upon the flight speed,
according to equation (6), and consequently from equa-
tion (5) the ideal cycle efficiency depends only upon
flight speed and atmospheric temperature. Equation (5)
may be rearranged to give, for the cycle efficiency of
a ram jet,

1
Tc”= ---qj’-

l+—
ATs

II
By,su.bstituting in this equation the expression for
To/ATs given by equation (7),

.> .
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.

1+ ‘—
(y - 1)M02

which for y = 1.4 reduces to

(lo)

(ii)

l+.+-

The ideal cycle efficiency for a ram jet operating on
the Erayton cycle, obtained from equation (11.), is plotted
as a function of flight Mach rlumber in figure 3. ~~i~

cycle efficier.ties of 13rayton cycle ram jets at subsonic
flight’speeds do net compare favorably with the tdeal
efficiencies of inter.nal-com.bustion engines of’ current
designg which may be as high as 50 percent.

The limitation imposed by flight speed on compression
tmnnerature rise is removed when tl-ledynamic compression.
from! fli@t speed 1s supplemented with additional com-
pression from a blower. Now

‘% to2
= ATs + ATB

so that tb.e cycle efficiency from equation (5) becomes

AT~ + ATB
~c = ——-

T,3 + QT’S + AT p,

1+
-L

ATs ATn
—+-

‘0 ‘o
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By substituting for ATs/To the expression given by
equation, (7),.equati’on (12) becomes”

—,

1
Tc =

1+
1

ATE
Y&LMo2 + —/ To

(13)

Inspection of.equation (9) shows that the temperature by
which ATB is divided in equatiori (9) can be an::tem-
perature whatsoever, provided the sonic velocitv corre-
sponds to the tempera~ure

ATB
—= 2
To

CkiOSerl. Ttiepef’oi’e “

The equation for efficiency then becomes

which i’or Y = l.~,~ reduces to

.
-L

l-1~= ‘“
1+ 5—

iVio2+ 2
s

(L ii-

iao

By similar reasoning, equation (lb) can be extended to
treat the case of multiple-stage compression, with the

term (’Jt/a~)2 repl”a”ced by the sum of the individual

terms f’or the several stages of compression.

T~~ variation of Tc with flight Mac-n number is
shown for several values of Vt/ao in figure ~. The



Vt
curve for — = O is the special case for straight

alJ

dynamic compression or re.rnjet and is identical with the
c~lrve of figure 3. The ratio vt/% shou,ld not be con-

fused. with tl-letrue Mach number OS flow at the impeller
tips, since ttlev~locity of sound s.tthe impeller tip is
considerably hi@er than tk.atin the free streem because
of the higher temperature . Although the Iirnitj.ngtip
speeds o.f present-day compressors may lie in tke neighbor-
hood of sonic velocity, multistag~.ns may be resorbed to
iln order to obtain co~mnression temperature rises as high
as desired. Tti:.euse of a siil.~lestage of compression at
high but attaii~.able tip speeds, however, offers at zer~
fli@lt speed an efficiency over ~d ,percent greater and
at sonic fli#~t speed a-n efficiency about twice as ~re~.t
as the best efl’icier~cy possible “wi’~h]a Brayto.n cycle ram
jet at any subsonic flight speed.

Propulsive efl.’icisncy---Nheri airplane t?nrust is f.—.._-——
developed by rearward acceleration of a mess of a..ir,the
energy required is expended in two parts: one us$ful and
Gne wasted. The part that is spent ir~ fcrc.ing the air-
plane forward may be coils~d~red useful, but the k,inctic
energy acc:uired by the propulsive mass oi’ ~i~ is ail
unavoidable waste. In tlie suh.sequent discussion, pcwer
usefully expendeci ou thrdst is l=eferred to as ‘}thrl.~,st
power “ and that wasted as kihetic energy of’ the wa!ze is
referred to as “wake power. It !’he ratio of tr~rust energy
to the surq~of thrust enevgy and waste energy is callecl tile
pr~pulsive efficiency an-d represents th.st fraction

~p
of the niecb.anical power ayailahle for ~ropuls~.on w~hicli
can be used in overcoming eirplar.e drag.

An expression for propulsive ef.flicienc::in ter,ms of
flight speed and t-he velocity change imposed on the pro-
pulsive jet, messured, between statioi~s at equal static.
pressure al:ead of and behind the airula.ae, is eas;ly
derived by consicleririg the pawer expenditures. Froin
Newtonts law, the thrust is equal to the rate of cl~arige
of momentuim oi” the prcpuls~ve rnsss of’ air and m:,y be
written as

where

F thrust, pounds
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~! mass flow of propulsive air, slugs per second

AV ,”’velocity charge,’ feet ‘per second

The thrust power is therefore

PF = rnVo AV (1~)

Where
‘o is the speedof the airplane in feet per

second, The’ kinetic energy, acquired by the air is one-
half the product of the m~ss and the square of the
velocity ~mpos.ed on”it and, accordingly, the power repre-
sented by kinetic energy of the wake is

‘I’lietotal pcwei’ input required is therefore

(18)

and. propulsive efficiency, which is the ratio of thrust
power to input power, becomes

mv(-JAv
Tp=— 2

mV3 AV + ~m(LV)
2

1=—
1 LIT

,1+–—
2 “V.

(19)

(20)

When considered in conjunction with equation (16),
tk,is expression for propulsive efficiency takes on special
significance . The thrust, which is the product of the
mass flow and the velocity changej can be obtained either
by sinall masses of air strongly accelerated or by large
masses @f air unclergbitig small acceleration. Propulsive
effictencv, b.owsver,’ is inde~e”ndent of the mass flow of

u.

air and approaches uility as ~he velocity change approaches
zero. Attainment of high propulsive efficiericies conse-
quently demands a maximum mass flow- and a minimum
acceleration.
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Relation of propulsive eff’icienc~to cycle effi-—..—— —.—— -— —. —.. —.
~~ency in jet-~ropulsion svsteins ● -. When. the working s~~b-—..?— ‘
stance @f the thermodynamic cycle from which energy for
propulsion is obtained is distinct from the propulsive
mass of air, it is possible to select a propulsive device
best suitecl to the requirements of’ efficiency aild avail-
able space. In the j~t-propulsion systems d;scussed
herein, however, in which the cycle working substar.ce is
also the propulsive air mass, the veiocity change- imposed
on the propulsive mass of air$ and therefore thie propulsive
efficiency, is no loil.gerIndependent of the thermodynaniic
cycle but becomes a function of the e~iergy supplied and
tke thermotiynsnic efficiency of the cycle. An expression
for propulsive efficiency i.n terms of’ cycle efficiency
and factors dependent upon airplane f’1.i~htspeed and the
amount of keat supplied can be obtained by equating the
mechanical power available from the cycle to the sum of’
tlie thrust pow’er and ttie walie power.

Equating the available power, which is the product
of’ the heat supplied and the cycle ei’fi.ciency, to tne
total pomrer required f’or propulsio~i (equation (18))
yields

where ATC is tb.e tempe.ra.ture rise occurring in the

constar.t-pressure addition of’ heat.-. Dividing through by

/
v32 2, V!f

s-ubstituting dTs f’or — in accord with
~gcp J

equation (6), completing the squaref and extracting the
root y:eld

Equation (.20) car’ be rewritten

2~p z

( )

Avl+ll— —
VQ

(22)

(23)
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which by.substitution from equation (22) results in
.,—

2“
,.

~p = —.— (24)

{

ATC
1+1+-

ATs ‘c

Substituting the value of ~p from equation (12) in
equation (24)
efficiency of

results in an ;xpression for the propulsive
the ideal Brayton” cycle:

Combined efficiency.- The efficiency of greatest——. ——-———
interest is that which measures the ~ercenta&ze of heat
supplied that can be converted to us>ful thr;st. T“hi~
efficiency, which is referred to as ltcombined efficiency,”
is the product of cycle efficiency and propulsive
efficiency:

0-

or,

~=

from equations

AT” + ATB

TO + ATs + &TB

For ram jets,

(26), (12), and (25),

2

ATs + ATB-—

in which
reduces to

AT~

TO + AT~

ATs Tcl + ATs + ATB

ATB= O, equation (27)

2

J ATc”-
1+1+

To + “ATs

,.,,,

(26)

(27)

. —,

-– –- ..... ... . . ... -.
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wli~cllshows that ~he ideal coi~binedefficiency is a
function OT only three variables: the sta~nation tern-
pera.ture rise LTS , which is solely a function of fli~ht
speed; the atmospheric temperature ToJ which under
sts.ndard conditions is a function of altitude; and the
corlbustion temperature rise ATCJ which. is a flmction

of the ratio of air to fuel.

The relation of’ the combined efficiency of a ram
jet to the three fundamental- variables of flight speed,
altitude, and air-f’uel ratio is shown in figure 5, in
which the corrlbined efficiency at several altitudes is
plotted agairist flight speeti for a nlumber of representa-
tive air-fuel ratios. These curves shcw how rap~.dly the
Ideal combined efficiency I’ails off with dininlshir.g
flight speed beca”use of the reduction in propulsive effi-
ciency. The increase of efficiency withl altitude, entirely
due to the decrease in at,’nospherlc temperature, is more
clearly ,delineated in figure 4, wb,icb.is a cross plot cf
combined efficiency aGainst altitude for an air-fuel
ratio of &O, correspondin.s to a combustion temperature
rise of 1~00° F. The efficiency ceases to vary v~ith
altitude at the tropo.pausej abOVC which under Standard
conditions tlhe atmospheric temperature is constant. The
e~’f’ectof varyina the air=-fu.elratio, and consequently
the combustion temperature rise, is brought out in
figure, ,,7 wh.j.ch1S a cross Plot from fi,gure 5 of cmmbined
el”i’iciency agallist air-fuel r:t,io~and corresponding com-
bustion ter,:>erat’urerise, at tl-mee flight speeds.
Figure ~ shows c“le:~.r>lytl>.atthe combined efficiency of
a r~m jet diminishes as the he~.t input per pound of air
increases; This decrease in the combined efficiency is
entirel~y due to the diwlinishing propulsive “efficiency,
since the ideal cycle efficiency is independerk of’ heat
addition.

Often it is preferable to express the combined efi’i-
tier.cy in terms bf the lini~ing maximum temperature Tfilax
instead Gf thie combustion temperature rise ~~

c’ Inasm-uckl
as the maximum temperature occurs at the end of the corfi-
bustion phase-of the cycle,

ATC = Tmax -
(
To + ATs + ATE

)
(29)

and the desired form is obtained directly from equa-
tion (27) by substituting the expression for ATc given
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in equation (29). Thus ~Y

.q =
ATs + ATB”

TO + AT~ + ATB

/

(~oa) ‘

,+ ;+ ’’’’-(T”+’:+’T’)_AT~ + ATB

AT~ TO + AT~ +A~~, .,

u

The comparable equation for cor~bined efficiency of a ram jet in terms of maxi- ~
mlm temperature is ‘M

P

AT~ 2
-f-l=

/

(30b)
TO + OT~

m—

l+\ ~oL:a:Ts .

Illustrative curves for cycle efficiency, propulsive efficiency, and ‘
combined efficiency are plotted in figure 8(a) against speed for flight at :

0 T absolute, andj0,000 feet in standard air, at a selecied Tmax of 1530
with an impeller tip speed of 1200 feet par second. The cycle efficiency ~
increases with flight speed at an increasing rate, because of the rise in
AT

?:
which increases with the square of the flight speed. The propulsive

ef lciency increases rapidly at low speeds, as a direct consequence of speed
increase as indicated by equation (20). At higher speeds, therate of increase
of p~opulsive efficiency diminishes - the propulsive efficiency being asymp-
totic to unity, as evident from equation (20). The characteristics ?f the
cycle and propulsive efficiencies unite in the combined efficiency to produce
a variation with flight speed that is elmost lines>. I

Pressure”ratios corresponding to the conditions oi’figure 8(a) are given
in figure 8(b). The pressure ratio of’ the blower decreases with increasing
flight speed because of the increase in inlet temperature. The rate of z
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increase of the”ratio of inlet pressure to free-stream
pressure, however, is sufficient to outweigh the decreasing
blower pressure ratio, so that the over-all pressure ratio
increases with flight speed.

Real-System Efficiencies

In practice it is not possible to realize the isen-
tropic compression and expansion of the ideal Brayton
cycle, and it usually is not feasible to Derforrn the
heat addition without loss of pnessure. jj’ailure to meet

the requirements bf the ideal cycle can be expected to
result i.n 10ss of efficiency. Inefficiency in execution
of the cycle phases, however, not only reduces over-all
efficiency but also alte,rs the trends of cycle efficiency
and combined efficiency with variation in the fundamental
parameters, particularly maximum allcwable temperature
and impeller tip speed.

Real cycle efficiency in terms of blower and turbine—. .—.— —. — .————-
ef.ficiency witti.constant-pressure combustion.- An expres-—.—.—
sion for C??Cle effiCi~CY in whlCh the effeCt of blOWer
and turbin~ inefficiency-is included may be dertved by
analyzing the heat supply and rejection in the execution
of the cycle. For clarity of exposition, the effect of
pressure loss in the combustion phase is taken up foi-
lowirig the treatment of the effects of blower and turbine
inefficiency. Figure 9 gives a temperature-entropy dia-
gram of the constant-pressure-combustion cycle, in which
the dynaw.ic compressi on at the inlet and the nozzle
expansicn at the exit ai”e assuined to be isentropic pro-
cesses~ and combustion is assumed. to occur wiihout loss
of pressure, but the blower compre~sion and turbine
expansion are permitted to have atie.batic efficiencies
less than unity. Viith good design and under favorable
circumstances, the conditions of isentropic inlet com-
pression and isentropic nozzle expansion may be approxi-
mated. in practice.

The adiabatic efficiency of a blower is defined as
the ratio of. the work o..P an isentropic compression to
the work of actual comp~ession bet’’:ceninitial and final
total pressures equal to those of the iserltr~Pic com-
pression. For flow processes} the work input ineach
case is mess-med by the temperature rise of the air, so
thst

-- , -..,-.-, , ..,-—. ,.--.., , ,.,,,,, I ,.,,.,, ,, ,..., , ,.,-. , .,- ■ . . . . . . . . . ■ ,,. -,,, , ,,,-,, ,,, ,,,,,,,. , , ■..,,
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QT19entroPic compression
n~ = (31)

‘TActual compress.ion , ,

9,

‘1’1 to2aI
n~ = *T

‘lto2f

(3.2)

‘The adiabatic efficiency of a turbine is def’ined as
the ratio of the mechanical work that is takeri out of
Wile expandin~ aii’ to the work that could have been taken
out by i.sentropic expansion between initial and final
pressures equal to those of the actual process. In this
c<ase, the work taken out is n.ezsure.ilby the actual tem-
perature drop, and the work that could have been t:.ken
out is measured by th.s tempe>’atur[~ drop for arl iseritropic
expansion; thus

AT Actllal.‘expfi.nsion.~T = ~—— —

Isentropic expansion

In figure 9,

AT3f ~~~f
‘T = AT

~.fto ~al

In the same way as for the analysis of the
t-he heat supplied is given by

(35)

(34)

ideal cycle,

denoted by the area A!~!3tCl,4!o As before, there is m
associated heat rejection

,
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Qout c (= Cp ‘3b1 - ‘2b1 )

denoted by the area A12b~3bfCtA!. This time, however,
an additional heat rejection results from the entropy
increase in the blower:

cou~~ = cp(T2b, - To)

denoted by the area A02bfA’A. 1“’urthermore, there is a
third heat rejection associated with the increase in
entropy in tb.c turbine:

c’ ,(‘cpT,outT – 5 - ‘3bl)

denoted by the area Cfjb151B~C~. The total heat rejec-
tion thus is given by

‘Zb I ) + (T2b t T
.n

b ) + (T5’
= I-’5’

J T dS (39)

o

denoted by the area A05~BfA.
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The efficiency of the cycle is equal to the ratio
at. the difference of heat supplied and rejected
heat supplied:

Heat. supplied - Heat rejected
Tc = .— —

‘~at supplied

Substituting equations (35) to (39) in equation
grouping give

(T3 ,
m~”—

- @ - pjb! -%).—
T3 t - T21L__.___.y .-J

I

II 111

Grodp I of eq-uati,on (h.1) is the efficiency

to the

(40)

(!10) and

(41)

of an
idaa:L constant-pressure-. .Ombustion c,ycle operating
between the same pressures as the real cycle b~~t ~laving
isentropic compression and expansion; that is,

(T31 - T2&(Tjbl - T2b?
)

ATs + q AT
BB= (42)

~~ f TO + ATs + rB ATB- Tzl

The numerator of group II of equation (41) can be treated
as the heat rejection from an ideal Brayton cycle oper-
ating b[etween the same pressures as the real cycle -
therefore having sn efficiency equal to that of equa-
tion (42) - and having a heat Input equal to the part of
the blower input in excess of that required for isentropic
compression. The denominator is ATC, so that group II
of equation (@) becomes

,, ,, ,,, ,, .. ,. . .—.
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T2bt -To=’H&uil
T3, -T2, ATC

To
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To + AT~ + rIB ATB
(43)

The numerator of group III ~f equation (41) can be con-
sidered as the heat rejection from an ideal Brayton cycle
operating between the same pressures as the expansion
nozzle and having as heat input the difference between
the actual shaft output of the turbine and the output
th~t could have been obtained from the same turbine
pressure drop if the expansion had been isentropic. The
actual temperature drop through the turbine is a measure
of the turbine shaft output and rntistbe equal tO t~le .
blower sheft input, w-hich is measured b~ the blower temp-
erature rise ATB. Since the turbine output for actual

expansion is therefore measui-ed by ‘TB’
the output if

the expansion had been isentr’epic would have been meas-

sured by ~TB/TT and’ tl.e difference is
2(1 - “T)E

The numerator of group III Of equation (41; is therefore

ATB

The denominator again is ATC, so that

T5 1 - Tjb, ATB 1 - qT T3bt—_
T!
3

- T2f – ATC TT ‘T3~r
(44)

(h5)
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and

.

so that group III of’equation ()..@)is given as

T5, - ‘T3bl = _
ATB

%
1 - TT

T1
3

- T2i ~%ATC TO + ATs + qB AT -.._
B ~1~

T
KiaX

25

(46)

(47)

Substituting expressions (&2), (43), and ()_L7)for
groups 1, II, and 111, respectively in equaticn (41)
gives

II III

Further coridensation of equation (“48)is possible, and
derivation by other methods leads more directly to the
condensed form. The form used was selected because it
brings out more clearly the effects of the several comp-
onent efficiencies on the over-all cycle efficiency.

Group I of equation (.!@)shows the primary effect
of blower efficiency; is the efficiency of.an $deal cycle
operating at tliereduced .blower-pressure-rise ratio,
which results from the blower losses; anclis independent
of the heat addition to the cycle. Since groups II
and 1“11are both multiplied by AT#ATc, ,which approaches

. ..—. —-— ..———..—. . ..— ----- ---- —— .-. ..--—.—...— ——=- ---- . . . . .
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zero as a limit as AITC becomes infinite, group I is.
therefore the cycle efi’iciei~cyapproached”as a Iirni.tas
the heat input beccmes infinite. Group Ii of equa-
tion (48) is a subtractive term that represents the
reduction of useful output chargeable to compressor
losses. “The compressor losses are determined by the
process”within the compressor and are independent of the
rest or the cycle. Their importance therefore diminishes
as the output of the cycle is increased by increasing
ATC ● Group III of equation (k~) is a subtractive term

that represents the reduction of useful,output chargeable
to turbine inefficiency. The amount of’this 10ss is
determined primanily by the turbine efficiency, but .
secondary effects stem fror~the blower loss and the amount
of heat addition, At any given turbine e.~ficiency less . “
than un?ty, m increased tiemaxdon the turbi~e as a result
of low blower efficiency zneans an increase in the absolute
value of tuneturbine 10S.S. Not all the difference, howe-
ver, between the heat withdrawn from the gases in the
turbine and the heat that would have been rco.uired if
the expansion had been isentroplc is rejected, and the
percentage of energy recove~ed increases with maximum
temperature of the cycle. Whether the greater improve-
ment in cycle efficiency results from a given increase
in blower efficiency or “from the same increase in turbine
efficiency depends on the operating condition. Partial, “
differentiation of equation (~8) with respect to qn
and ‘fiTleads to an expression for the relative .ef~ec-

tiveness in changing the cycle efficiency of changes in
blower efficiency or turbine efficiency: .

Change cf. ,Tc

Change of q .TTqTTmax.‘- LTE

Change of ~c =
(49)

To + ATs + TR 4TB

change of ‘VT . .
..

Equation (~9) shows tb.at the effectiveness” in changi.n~ ‘
the cycle efficiency of changes in blower efficiency “
increases rapidly with increasing turbine efficieticy but
usually. is not greatly affected by changes in the blow~r
efficiency itself. ~his effect is illustrated in fig-
ure 10 for flight at 500. miles ‘per hour at an altitude
of 30,000 feet with a maximum temperature pf 15000 F
absolute. The applicability ot equation (Q9) to design

.
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studies is illustrated by figure 10(b), in which the
relative importance of blov:er and,turbine efficiencies
is ~iven for a constant pressurs ratio instead of at
constant blower speed.

*
Effect’on cycle efficiency of pressure loss in

combustion.- If the ratio of pressure after ~=ion
to pressure before combustion R is less than unity,
equation (48) is modified in two respects. One modifi-
cation is an additional heat rejection due to the.excess
entrop-y increase during combustion, which results from
the-pressure loss and is given by

(‘OUtC = CP ‘3@l - ~jbf
)

J~b”
= T dS

3b ‘

and represented in figure 11 by the area C!3b13b’’C’’C1,
The heat rejection associated with turbine loss becomes

Q =CoutT (~T51i - ‘3b’1“)

‘.,I
tjl,

= TdS- (51)
3blt

denoted in figure 11 by the area C’13b’’5[lB!’C’~.The total
lieatrejection including the eftect of pressure loss in
combustion then is

[(
Qo,lt= cp ~~~,-

‘2J + cab’ -To)+ P5’’-T3J + t3b” -T3b’)],-

S
511

= T ds (52)
o

.-denoted by the area A05’[B”A. Dividing through by

“(Cp T3? - T2t)
gives as the cycle efficiency

. . . .. .— _-. ...__— . --.—- .——.- .—.. .
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T It5 - T3bu -

T3! - ‘~,
v
III

I

‘y-yl - ‘3’ 1

“3, - ‘2,
(

Y-
)

11

. .

(.53)

(’

Group I of equation (53) is identical with group,I of .
equation (.!L1)and tlnere~orewith the form used in equa-
tion (4.2); Group II of equation (53) is the same as .
group II of equation (@) and can be rewritten as in
eql~qtion (43). The heat reje’ciion associated with tur-
bine loss, given by group III of equation (53), is

‘~,t. -T ATB 1
3bil. _ - qT T3b~!

(54)”
T3! - ’21 ‘TC ~T ‘3a”

Comparison of equation (54.)with equation (.44.)shows
that the second modification of equation (48) due to
combustion pressure loss is an increase in the turbine-
10SS heat rejection. Now

T3aIi = T3a,.,

‘ so that,”by use of equation (45),

Also
* .\

. . .

,.
.

.

.
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>,U9

T3~ll
~.. .
max

where R is tl.e

and group III of

T51t - T ~1, -ATE
=—

~ . .
max

1
‘&

Ry

ratio

Tn

1’0 +AT~+r ,B A-T
B

To

.L 1
Lmay.

equa,tion (55 ) red’uces to

(56)

(57)

The expression for group III of’ equation (53), ~iven in
equation (5S), differs from group 111 of equation (41),
as expressed in equation (47), by the presence of a

factor 1“
~“

Ry

By substituting the expression for T~bll from

equation (56) and the expression for T~b ~ from equa-

tion (46) in group IV of equation (53), the efficiency
correction for excess entropy increase during corribustion
that results frcm pressure loss reduces to

.
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/

(’)T3bII - T3b, = I ~ TO T
—. max

T3f - T2t
.~-1 To + AT~ + IIB ATE ‘Tc.

\
~Y

/

(59)

Substitution in equation (53) of the expressions
from equations (42), ()+5), (58), and (59) for groups I
to IV yields the general equation for the thermodsmamic
ef’ficienoy of a real, or modified, Brayton cycle in which
provision is r.ade for inefficiency of compressor and
turbine and for pressure loss in combustion:

i

ATC

C-..J-J

II III

(’)1 Tmax To
- ‘-&- - 1 .—

LTC TJ + ATs + Ua ATB

3 “f
, —.

-l—
1

Propulsive efficiency and com?>ined ef’f’icienc’?of
the real cycle.-

———.. ~,
I;~&~~~~~u~~~-o~-”~~for the pro-—— .-..—.—

pulsive efficiency of an ideal thermodynamic cycle, the
heat input was measured by C.PATce This condition K~iJSt

ba met for equation (2~) to b~~ valid. ‘For the case under
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consideration, in which the heat is added in a process
s.ub.,jectto some loss of p~essure, the condition thst
Cp A!’c be-a meas~e of th+ heat addition is satisfied
and equation (24) is valid, provided the expression for
Tc used in equation (2)4) is that from equation (60).
The effect of blower loss,es, combustion-chamber pressure
drop, and. turbine inefficiency on the propulsive effi-
ciency is entirely the” result of “changes in the amount
0< “heat converted to mechanical work. Since the com-
bined efficiency is the product of the cycle efficiency
and the propulsive efficiency, the final expression for
combined efficiency can be stated as

(61)

where ~ is Yor the re21 cycles Tc is obtained from
equation (6o), and Tp is cbtain.ed from equation (2).1)

through use of equation (60).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Classi.fi.cation of variables.-.—— The cycle efficiency
of ecluati~2nm~)~W{—p~~fil~iW ef.~icie,ncy of ~CiUa-

tion (24.), and their product, tile com~~ined efficienc;~j
are functions of seven v.ari?.blss or parameters : TO,
AT S# TB> TTs ~~~ Tmaxj and ATB. Tb.ese seven variabies

may be classified in three grol~ps according to the nature
of the control over them. that is available tc tile jet-
power-plant designer. In the subsequent discussion, fol-
lowinx establishment of this classification, the eff’ects
on combined efi’iciency and tlmust pov;er of changes in
each of tine seven variables are take~i up in turn. Because
of the large number of interrelated variables, in most
cases these effects are illustrated by curves skewing
the result of deviation in one variable at”a time from
the following set of conditions selected as a reference
datum”a.nd considered either reasonable or representative
of current practice:
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1=

— _.—
Condition

——

IilltXUde, 30,000 f’t

Flight speed, 500 mph

IBlower efficiency, 80 percent

l~urbine efi’iciei~c:, 75 percent

Combustion-chmber pressur.e-
drop ratio

~fa~imum temperature.’:.

Blower tip speed, 1.220 fps
.——— —.— .———————

NACA ACR No. L~A30a

Cori”esponding tc:
—.—

TO = @O F abs .

ATs = 45° F’

Tj~ =, 9.89

TJ,T= ~“75

R= 9.~16

TU1aLY= 150W F abs.

% =243° F
.——..——..—

Thrust-newer variations ere orese;n’ted rmrldime-nsionall%
as the ~“at.io of the thrust ~owsr at the condicic.n 1P.

.

question to the thrust oower .Qf the datum condition.

The atmospheric temperature TO for standard air
is a function of altitude alone and the stagnation tem-
perature rise ATs depends only on t~.e speed of f’1~.ght.

The variables To anrl ~ry therefore can be classifieds
as flight COil[~ttions that are to be tnet by the ciesl~ner
instead of’ ad,justecl to h~.s requirements. The component
efficie~icies

‘B
and q~ and t~i~ combustion-ch~~lbfir

.
pressure-drop ratio R can be classified as paramett.rs
expressin~ the chf~racteristics Of tile coinpon.ents Oi’ the
propulsive system. The other t.v,ovariables ~ Tr,lax and

ATB are in tlhe nature of variables on Whicki operatir.g.

limlts may be Get by physical lirnita<tions. The maximum
allowable temperature T,vax 1s determined by t~,e

properties of the materi”ils: employed and by the stresses
to be carried. For a pr~d.etermine~ number of blower
stages, tlie maximum perniss”ible blower temperatur~
rise ATB is limited. by the maxi-mum alloweble blower

tip speed, which is in turn deterwineii by tb.e design and
ma~erials employed. in the construction of the ‘blower.
Since attainment of maximum output, and usually misximum
efficiency, req’uires utilization of maximum perrflissible
heat inputs and blower speeds, Tmax a.ncl hT 5 2.“t1
maximum output can be considered as desiSn parameters
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‘1L expressing ‘operating limits imposed by the design and
;, choice of materials. 11’ the maximum temperature ls

I

,. appreciably above that .show-a tobe. required for best

1;[ efficiency when the blower is operating at its maximum

I

f: tip speed, power output can be controlled quite ef’i’i-

1

Iji cient.Ly by variation in combustion temperature rise.
II.;~
! 31

With th~.s exception, however, reduction in maximum oper-
/~j sting limits is associated with marked reductions in
I:j
/

efficiency, regardless of the power .o’~tput.
~

f Flight condibions.- The com”bined efficiency of a

i
——.—.

~ jet-propulsion system is sLrofi@y ~.nfluenced. by the speed
of f’li,gh.t,and the suitahi”lity of jet ‘propulsion to any
particular application is determined by the airplane
pei’formance reclui-rementco F5.gure 12 shows the vfirj.ation
of combined ef’fici.ency with airplane speed for fli@t at
se~-eral altitudes, at repr<esenta-blve values for system-

“~()]~~)()nerlt ef.!iciencies, and at operatil~g limits. The

~ ccmbined ef.i’iciency incrcase,~ almost n-nearly with fll;~ht
speed and shows an app~.)eciable aiivantzige in operation ::lt
the lower atmospheric t,mperntu.res .athi~h altitude.
The greater physical dimensions required for handling
the lovi-density ai~’ at liigh a:ltitude r’ildstnot be over-
looked, :ho’Never, in considering the ~.dvanta”ges ~f hi@~-
altitude operation, sinCc a decrease in component effi-
ciency caused by insufficient size could easily o’~tweigh
the advantage of tli~ lower Lemperz.tures.

i
J

)~ A breakdown of the combined efficiency into cycle
and p~op-~lsive efficienc~Le~ l’or .fiight at 3J,000 feet

1[
6,

with representative component and operating parameters ~
is given in i’igu,re13.

\

Lashed lines of the corres,oorrding
efficiencies of an ideal system. operating at the ss.me
maximum temperatures and “blower tip speed b.ave bee~:.

~ added for comparison.~ The .a.lmostIir.ea.rvariation with
\ flight speed”of the combined efficiency is seen to be

~
the net effect of an iilcreasin,g rate of’ increase in
cycle efficiency and a decreasing rate of increase in

, propulsive efficiency. The very low combined effici.ene,y
,1 at low fliqht speeds is
1’

due largely to low propulsive
efficiency.

I

m TPJe power developed per unit mass. of air handled
is proportional to the combined efficiency and the heat
input , Vari.e.tion in tlirust power is indicated in fig-
ure 13 by a thrust-power ratio r, whichl is the ratio
of T ATC to the value of’ q ATC for the datum
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condition at 500 miles per hour. The thrust-pol:~erfactor
increases with flight speed as does the Com-bined effi-
ciency but at a lesser rate” because of a sligk~t decrease
i.n bTc as the, stagnation temperature rise increases

with fiig,ht speed.

“Jet-propulsion combined ef~iciencic.s for fii.g.htin
standard air at jO,OJO f~et from f’igl.~re13 are compared
in figure 1:;.with estimcted efficl.enc.ies for a conven-
tional engine-propeller system de~igneci for efi’ici.ent
operation at high speed. i3eceuse this analysis e.xten(;s
to fllght speeds be.yo.ndthe I>zngs of curre:~t knowledge,
the ef’1’iciency curv~s for the engine -propeller ~~?~t~iil
are only rol.l~h.estimates and mus”~ not be considered as
other tha.:asuch.. These estimstes ere based on. the
nest ~L~-ai~abl.cnropeller d.~.”kaand. brake specific fuel
consumption oi’”0.76 ‘pound per l~o~”se.poi’~er>-klourat mili-
tary power and 2.);6 pound por ~lo~~e,po~,tier-ho~ra.t ei’uisins

power. Th(~ lower cui~v~ of :ngin~-propeller efficleno~:-
is for military Dower at all speeds, anti.the up,pel>cu::ve
in.aicates roughly the efficiency that could be attained
if’ it were possilble to niaint!~.intl~e brake specific fuel
con.smmption of 0.~~.6po:dnd per horsepower-hour up to t~ie
highest speeds. The separation 01’ the curves shows the
difference between the engine specifi.~ fuel COr~SU1’{i~tiO1lS
i-Or cruising. power and military ‘powerJ ana the curva’time
of the I-ines shows the variation in propeller e.[’<iciency.

on the basis of bhe curves of figure 1~, jet pro-
pulsion at Ili>ht speeds less than 300 miles per hour is
hard to justil’y bcca~~sc uf the low efi’lciencj-. $’0r
special app.licat Len.s ,at speeds higher than 330 mtl.es ~er
hour, the simpler and more compact cor..struction of tile
,jctmotor may ‘~~ai-rant tl;e sacrii’ice in eff’ici.ency. At
a fligii”tspeed of 5412miles per h.our~ the jet motor can.
compete with conv~ntlori~l sys tenis in high-power opera-
tions arid, as th.!efli,:~litspeed is further iricreased, tiie
efficiency of the jet rrlotorrapidly :~xceeds th military-
power performance and approaches th-e efficiency :~i”
cruising o;lcrat ion. of’ conventional SySte~iS . It .L.S ,:!uite
clear, the~efore, that on the basis of’ efficien~y the
primary field o.~ spplicl:tion of jet propul~ion 01’ the
type d~.scu.sssd he~Jein is to fli:;ht at speeds of 5JJ miles
per hour or hi@cr. At low spe.~dsj the mass Gf ~ir
necessary for efficient propulsion .grest.ly exceeds tn.$t.
required. as a.wol>king subs Lance in tile thermodynamic
cycle~ and acceptable efficiencies cannot be obtained



without engagement of auxiliary propulsive air which. is
actuated by sor~e means other than p~rformance” o.f the’-

Ii “rna~nthermodynamic cycle.

‘Ii)’,j,,. Component efficiencies.- The cmnponents of a jet-
!1 “ ———.—.-—..—— -——

!1

1’

~{ 1

,propulsion. engj.ne - compressors turbine, and combustion
chambev - are still in a stage of developr,ent from which;(;\. appreciable improvement in efficiencies can be expected.

,j~ Gains in cycle ef’i’iciency t-nrough improvement of com-!:)

~
ponent eff’ici~ncie~ are offset to some extent by the
reduction in propulsive efficiei~.cy that accompanies an
increase in cycle efficiency. The combined efficiency
of’ the real cycle illustrated in f~.gure 13, however, is
only about 65 percent of the ideal efficiency t’hrougho-dt

? “the fl:.ght-speed range, and appreciable gains are to be
h expected from im”p.roved .comporient efficiencies.
lj
II
f

Tb.e e~.~~lltto ~?hi~~lt~~e co[~:bined ef’f’ic”lerlcycan be
increased thi-ough improvement of the compressor alone 1s

.11fil illustrated in figure 15, which. shcws the variation with
~ blower efficiency of conbinecl effic~.ency, propulsive
, ei’ficiency, cycle efficiency, and tk.rust-power ratio at

a flight speed of 5~00 rnlles per hour and with all other
conditions collstent at the datum val-ues. Tlie effect of
variations in ‘clower efficiency is very marked, because
ineffi.cierit compression not only causes a direct loss
of power ir. the compressor itself but also, by decreasing
the pressure-rise ratio, decreases the c>7cle efficiency
and, by requiring a greater tm.bine output, i~lcreases
ti-lepO’WeX’10Ss in the turbine. Attainment of an effi-
ciency of O.~0 in the blower is silown in figure 15 to
increase the combined. efi’iciency from the datum value
of 0.155 to 0.156 and, by .referen.ce to iigure 14, it can
be seen that the ~light spe~;d at which tPLe efficiencies
of conventional and jet-propulsion systems are equal
is reduced from ~~@ miles per hour to about 500 miles
per hour. The gains to be had f~orn increasing the blower
efficiency are interes~ing, but the most important aspect
of figure 15 is the indication of thepenalty incurred
through failure to obtain creditable efficiency in the
blower. It should be noted that the cycle and combined
efficiencies go to zero at a blower efficiency of ~10 per-

*> cent. Inasmuch as improper installation can reduce the
efficiency of a blower almost to this value, the vital
importance of ca..refulinstallation is obvious. Variation
in blower efficiency does not affect the allowable com-
bustion temperature rise, and the curve of thrust-power
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factor therefore shows directly the influence of varia-
tions of. combined efficien~y.

The influence Cf the turbine efficiency is shown in
figure 16, in wb.ich the cycle, propulsive, and combined
efficiencies and the thrust-powel> ratio are plotted
aGainst turbine efficiency with all other conditions at
the reference datum. The turbine losses compound less
“rapidly than the blower losses in the higher efficiencies
and, for the conditions chosen, the gain to be had from
improvement of the turbine is x~mewhat less than the
Gain for improvin[, the blower. TPi2t this fact ~,snot
necessarily trlle for Othei’ ‘col~d~.~jionswas skLown in fig-
ure 10. At low turbine efficiencies, the recoverable
fraction of the tur’oine loss diminislies rapidly with
decrease in turbine efficiency, and the cycle efficiency
becomes zero at a turbine efficiency of 0.50, which is
appreciably hi;;]lerthan the blower efficiency at which
the cycle efficiency became zero. It therefore can be
seen tkat zttainrner.t of reasonably hip;h efi’icie~icies is
even more ir.pcrtar.t for the turbir.e than for the com-
pressor but that there is not so Sreat a prerniurn cn
~sttinp the highest possible efficiency. The combustio-n
~ernpersturc rise is intiependent of the tur-oine efficiency
and., as a consequer.c.e, the curve of tilrust-pcwer ratio
shcvvs the effect of the variaticn in ccr,bined efficiency.

The relative importance of ccmlbustion-charnber pres-
SU.re drcp is shown in figure 17 for flight at 500 fiiles
per hour in sta~ida.r~ air at 30,000 feet and with other
conditior.s as assumfd in f’i:<ure1.3. Although there is a
definite 10ss, in efficiency chargeable to com’m~stion-
cham’oer pressure drop, this lCSS for the conditions
illustrated is smsll compared with tnc losses associated
~~lit~l‘~lower :ir.dturbine ineff’icienc’y, ar.d only a ~OdC??7ate

increase in efii.ciency is to be had from total elimina-
tion of’ combustion-chmber pressure losses. Since the
combl.~sticn temperat-ure rise is unaffected by ths ~ressure
loss ir. the combustiorl chta.icl~er?the ihrust-pcwer factor
shows the effect of’ the v~r~.atior. l-n con’oir.ed efficiency.

The combustion-cb.amber pressure-drop ratio at which
tl~.eefficiency becomes zero corresponds to 10SSC>S of
aksolute pressure far Creater than tliose encountered in

nmtice for compressor-Fr5.u turbine Propulsive systems and,
in this case, this condition is of little practical
ifitercst. As blcwer tip speed is cecrease~~ however,
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the basic cycle efficiency decreases with little change
in absolute magnitude of the loss associated with
“combustion-chamber pressure drop, which correspondingly
increases in importance. For the limiting case of the
ram “jet, the efficiency is extremely sensitive to
combustion-chamber pressure loss, as indicated in
figur”e18.

Operating limits.. The benefit to be derived from——
raising the limit on the maximum temperature of’the
cycle is intimately associated with the blower tip speed
and the efficiencies of both blower and turbine . In the
ideal cycle$ the efficiency is independent of the mcxi-
mum temperature. In the real cycle, however, the amount
o.~heat’ that may ‘oeadded is limited by-the differerice
between the blower discharge temperature and the limiting
maximum temperature. At a ~iven blower speed, an increase
in msxi.mum temperature th~ereforepermits an increase in
heat supplied without in any way afiectins the blower
losses. Furthermore,

Since the l~~s~~e
the recoverable percenta~e

turbine waste is slightly increased. “ ,,,
do nfitincrease iilabsolute ma~nitude as the heat input
incl’eases~ the losses diminish ~s a fraction of the total
input, antithe cycle eflicien~cy is increased. TniS

vari:ttion of cycle ~fficieney w-ith limiting maximum tem-
per~.i.ure is illustrated in figure 19, in which the refer-
ence datlm conditions have again been taken ~or a flight
sLpeeclof 5J;0 miles per hour. The continuous rise of’
cycle e.fi’iciency with increasing maximum temperatures,
however, does not carry over to the combined efficiency.
The rate at which tp,e cycle eff’icierlcy increases dimin-
ishes rapidly aild.,at sul’ficiently high temperatures,
the decrease of propulsive efi’iciency with heat addition
outweighs the improvement in cycle efficiency so that
further increase in maximum temperature begins to reduce
the combined efficiency. It therefore should be noted
that, for any particular combination of system charac-
teristics and flight conditions, there exists an optimum
rnaxi~i~m temperature above which the efficiency is decreased.
The maximum power output, however, is,by no means reached
at this optimum temperature. The, heat input to the cycle
increases rapidly as the limit on maximum ,temperature
increases, a~l.das a result the thrust-power ratio con-
tinues to increase rapidly throughout the range. “I?or

, the system characteristics chosen, a lowering of Tmax

below 1500° F absolute would,sharply requce the efficiency
@n the other hand, raising Tmax to 2000° F absolute

■ ✍✌✎ ✍✌✍✌✌ ,,-,..,,.---,,,m-— —. . ..



would increase the power output by 65 percent with little,
loss of efficiency.

Blower speed also has an. optimum value, as shown by
the curves oi’ I’i.gure 20 in which the efi’iciencies =Ild.
thrust-power ratio are plotied as f’unctions of blower tip
speed. A1.tlloupl-isome i.i~crease in efficiency can be
derived from an increase in blower speed, ii~creases in
blower speed to hlgker than about 1~00 feet per second at.
fixed maxii~u~~ te.mperaturc decrease the he:Lt input sli~.rpl~
at the sane time tl-+atthe compression losses ale being
increased and the efficiet;oy falls of: very rapidly.
Ii~ the region of decreasing blo;~er spsecls, the curves
level Ofi’ and ‘occcwe asymptoklc to the el’ficie~cies of
a ram ,j{-)tas zero”blower speed is approacl:ed. ‘The decrease
in allo(~a.ble combustion temperature rise ‘that s.ccompanies
an ~ncrease in ‘blower s“koeedhas an a.ppveciable efi’ect on
the t~irUst-pOWer rctioj- which reaches its psak value at
blob’~erspeeds ebout 220 feet per second less tha.~~the
sp~ed for max:mmm efficiency.

lc~ ~rid 20 shows that the optim,umStudJ’ oJ~ f’@”Qres .<
li.miti:lgmaxil:lurntenperetures and “Glower speecls are so
interconnected that an i.ncreas!.of one without en increase
in the otl-~erm~l- ‘bri.ng about a.loss of efficiency ir.stead
of the ~.nCI’e~Se which ~fli~hlth?.ve been expected Withcu.t a
thorcu.qh understendin~: of the situation. If, s.s‘olcwers
are l.mpi’ove’dand tNe limits on tig speed are raised,
cnrres.nontiing ir.creases irl aliowahle maximum telnpera.tu~”es
a:’e achieved~ an a:~preclable g~in in combineil eff’iciejlcy-
can be antic i,rated. Th.Ls trend is shown in figure 21,
wil~ch compares the eff.iclericies ~or T’max = l~~~” ~ abso -

lu~e with values c.ciculated for ‘T,ma== 2009’2 F absolute<...
at v~r~able hl.ower speed an:~ with other conditions at
tile datum values. At a blowei” speed of 120J f’eet per
second (ATB = 24J:~ F), .th~~’e ~.s little dif~erence in

combined ef.riciency for Tmax = lj-lOO ~~ absolute and

Tr:qx = 200123 F a’osolute because tkle ili,@er cycle effi-

ciency at the b.igher temperailure is offset by a lower
propuls-~ve ef’f’icic~lcy. The liigker val~e of Tmlax,

hoiiever, Carl’eSp OiidS to ~(higher ~lCPt input and, i’or
the sams ef’i’ici.er.cy,the power output is much greater
with. t}.e higl-::r\-~~Lueof’ T~7ax. ‘nh.ehigher .ma~iimum
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in a 20-perce~it increase in the .ma.ximum value of combined
efficiency. ‘Ike peak power output for Trlax = 2000° F
absolute occurs at a blower speed of 1~00 Yeet per second
and 1s TO percent greater than the peak power for
Trnax = 1500° I’ absolute.

Values of combined efficiency, which cover a wider
rai~ge of fligb~t speed and limiting maximum temperatures
are plo~ted against AT= in figure 22. This figure

J-J

shows clea.r.ly the impossibility of’ obtaining acce~te.ble
efficiencies at low flight speeds lwith the type oi’ jet
propulsion discussed herein and also indicates the good
efficiencies thet can bc obtained when the fiigkt speed
and operat.ill,qlimits are sufficiently hfl.gh.

The interrel.~tion of maxlrnun temperature cr,d blow~r
speed is illustrzbecl iil figure 23J WtiiCilis ~ plOt Of’
the peak ef.f.lci.enc::esT.rom f~.{yxre22. Figilre 23 shows$
for the datum values of the ccmpoiler~t c}~:,.racteristics,
the maximum tunperat,ure necess:.lry for best ef’i’i.clellcyat
any ~JlOW~r speed and tfilsval”ucjcf tliis maxim~un ef’f’iciency
The ma,x.imuintemperature requ.~red for best efi’icienc;: at
a ?:iven blower speed is seen to be quite in.sensitive tl~
f’ll:ht speed. In :.nterpreting fi,~ure 25, rc;c~’er:cc
should ‘oemade to fi~ures 21 s.nd ,22, which she).PJtr~:!tthe
10s”s of com’biued efficler,c:: clue to a mldximw! ~~M~l~i>(:LtJ.~~
too low for tllc blower speed :.s ac:l.te. Reference to
figure 19 shows that the 1.0ss of’ ef’f’iciency duc to
operation at a maximum t,crlpur’atur~sabove tkat l“leCeSO~.r~
for best efficiency is sll~~lt snd that tkie po~;er ,~~in
is quite large . Tlie Optl~ill(Tlmflx~mum tsmperstur’e ~rom
figure 23 may therefore be rs<~arded as not merwly
desirable but essential to efficient opers.tion. IT the
optimum value is hi~~kierthan that permissible, a. lower
blower speed should be used.

SPECIAL CQiJSIllER.4TIONS

Jet augmentation.- The scope of the firesent report
has b~en confined~an analysis of propulsion systems
making direct use of t;he working substance and worlking
on modifications of the Brayion cycle. borne niention has
been made, however, of’ the possibility and necessity at
low speeds, of i.mprovlng the propulsive efficiency by the
engagement of additional masses of propulsive air. This

1. —-.. —
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may be don-e by using soi~leof’ tk~e turbine power to drive
a propel.”ier or fan or by usin~ a jet pump.

the

the

jet
su’3son.ic . ‘{~hel]a blo~jer is US.SCS hotever, the dischsr,<e
velocity satisi’ying eq?uation (22), ,q~-l~,tlicr(~f:>l>e eq“~iR.-
tion (2:+), is s~personic ~t the hi@er blower speeds .
Attainmeilt of this super .~Gnic velocity requires a
conver~e nt-cliverge nt r.ozzlej tli~ proportions Of ~i~ii~ti
sh13uld vai~~ With conditions . The cu.:’vespresented
consequent l-y involve the added assumption that, for each
concl.iti.on shown, the disch::rse nozzle is giver, the proper
shape ~ In practice this va.ria?~ion in snap.e would hartily
be Jeasi’ole and, at conditi~ns other thar~ tkose lo;-
wfi.icb.the riozzle was designed, some reduction .in perl’or-
mance mi@t be expected. Thei”e is reason to believe,
however, tF,c.t the loss in pe:’i’ormanc: thrcu,sh use of’
nozzles of’ inex~ct shape ileed l-~otbe e.xcesslve. This
statemerlt does ~~at mean, how:~verj that ti-e nozzle area
can be ke~t constaiit, b~c~u~e varying the rioz~lfi~rea
is essential to fuily satisfactiorjr cn,gine-spef~d control.



CONCLjUSIONS
,- .,.

A number of’conclusions regarding the field cf use-
fulness, limit a tions, and possibilities for improvement
of jet-propulsion systems” deriving their entire thrust
f’vom jet reaction of’ the products of CGl~bMtiOn C’an be
drawn from the .malysis presented. “Unless specifically
otherwise stated, the following conclusions regarding
the effect of clierigesin some of the variables are for
the condition thet all. other varisbles are held constant:

1. On the basis of efficiency, tlie primary field o.f
application of propulsion systems de~~iving their entire
thrust from jet reaction of’“ths products of combustion
is to flight et speeds of 500 miles :ger hour or higher.

2. I.f applied to flight at speeds hi@er than abcut
~50 miles per liour, the combined efficiency of such a
Jet-propulsion system exceeds the ef’fj.ciency oi’ conven-
tional power plzints cf cui-rent ,design when operating at
rriilitary power (bsfc = 0.76 lb\hp-hr) and approaches the
efficiency of converltional power plmts at cruising
power (bsfc = 0.~6 lb\hp-hr).

3,* Fol: fli;~ht Pt low spseds$ eng:.gemei?t of supple-
mentary air is necesc.ary Ili oriler to-obtain acceptable
propul.sivfi efficiencies.

~. The loss inef.ficiency attendant upon iailure to
achieve component ei’~iciencies of the order of best cur-
rei~t practice is very severe. Because unfe,vorable
installation can ssriously impair the blower ef’f’iciency,
careful attention to the installation design is essential
to satisfactory performance.

5. For any given com’cinati.Gn of flight conditions
and component characteristics, there is a blower speed
(or compression temperature rise) for ma.ximurn combined
efficiency above wF.ich the combined efficiency falls
off rapidly.

6. Raising the limit”on maximum ,temperahure bevond
that necessal~y to obtain efficient operation at max~rnum
permissible blower speed (or compression temperature rise)
does not greatly increase the combined efficiency ar.d may
decrease it slightly. ‘i~hensuch a decrease occurs, how-
ever=, the rate of decrease with increase in tenlperature
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is small and increasing the maximum
large ,power increases at relatively
efficiency.

7. The gain in efficiency that

temperature permits
small decrease in

can be expected from
coordinated increases in operatin~ limits on m.axj.mum
temperature” ar~d‘blower speed (or corlpresslon temperat-ure
rise) at current component efficiencies is considerable,
and the increzse in output is large . ~~proper coordina-
tion of Ii.mitj.rigterriperatures and blower speed, however,,
may actually reduce both e,t’llcienc~ and powe~’.

.,

Langle”y Memorial Aaron:utical Laboratory
“National Adi?:sory Committee for Aeronautics

La,;gley Field, lJa.
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APPENDIX

CCMBIl\~D E1’FICIENC”Y OF CONSTANT-

VOLUME-COMB1JSTION RAii iiJ7T

EFFICIENCIES

Cycle effici.erlc.y.-The idealized cycle f’or ram-jet-—.=..—...—_.z_—
prOpuls~on s~~stems employing constant-volume combustion
is illustrated by a “p.ressure-volurne diagram in figure 24
a-rida temperature-entropy diagram in figure 25, The
cycle cor.sists o.f four phases: lsentropic compression
due to raii Irom conditions O to 1, constant-voluine addi-
tion oi’ heat from conditioris 1 to 3, Isentropic expansion
in the riozzle from, conditions 3 to 5, ar?tia consLarlt-
pressure rejectiori of li~~t trom conditions 5 to d, The
points 3 and ~ were used to denote conditions at the eiid
of’ combustion and ct the nozzle as in the corlstaot-pressu.re
diagrams given previously fol the constant-pressure-
combusti.on cycle. The actual conditions, however, at
these two points for the two cycles are vastly difi’erent.

The efficiency cf the consta.nt-volume-combus tfl.on
cycle 1s easily obta.inecl from an analysis of the heat
atidition and rejection. T~lc heat suppiied per poll~id.of
gas is

Q~n = (Cv AT,: = Cv T5 - T1
)

25 b~ the area AljBA, and the heatdenoted in fipw~e “T
rejection is

II
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(
\

2.0u~“PT5-T0 )

r5=J T cIS

o

denoted by A25BA.

(6j)

=1- ‘5 - ‘Q
●f ~—–

3 - Tl

Equetion (65) tail be reduced to

(6<)

— —.

‘T,3 (Tc +AT s+AT 1/.f

=1 -y-& c——. —..

)-’

11 (6’7)
c TO + ATs
1- _/

which. is the expression for the thermodynamic ef.ticlency
of the ideal constar.t-~;olume-cornbustion cycle . 11~ terms
of maximum tem.perat~ire T,max instead of combustion

.
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rise ATC,

Combined ef’fi.ciency. - As applied tc jet propulsion,——
tb.e c~=~t~olwme-combustion cycle is operated inter-
mittently. The initial aibnission to the combustion
chamber of a chayge of’ air, compressed by the dynamic
pressure of flight, is the same a.sfor the Brayton cycle.
In the con-stant-volume-combus “Lion cycles however, tble
combustion chamber, after being charged, is closed to
prevent expansion of t}ie gases durin~ the combustion
phase- of the cycle and then opened to the propulsive
nozzle only upon completion of’ combustion. The gas flows
out through the nozzle until the pressure in the com.bus-
ticn chamber has dropped to its value previous to combus-
tion (condition 4 in the cycie). The charging process is
then repeated; the remaining hot gases are displaced by
the incolming cold gases. Such a cycle can be approxi-
mated in practice through. the use of automatic shutters
at the inlet and a fixed exit nozzle. The closeness with
which constant-volunm combustion is approached depends
upon the rate of flame propagation and the inertia or
the gases.

The nozzle-discharse velocity of the iiltermittent
,system varies from a maximul~ i.nrmdiately after corLbus-
tion to ,aminimum just before recharging. The propulsive
efficiency consequently changes continuously throughout
the discharge. It becomes necessary, therefore, to
integrate a varying discharge velocity, ,to obtain the
thrust power and, accordingly, only the equation for
combined efficiency is developed. In deriving the
expression for combined efficiency, the follo-wing sup-
plementary symbols are used:

f cycle frequency cps,>

mt mass of charge in combustion chamber at any
instant, slugs

‘3 mass .of ‘oharge in combustion chamber at condition 3
of the cycle, slugs (see figs. 24 and 25)

—--, — .— .... . ... .- -,-...,. ,. ..-, . ... . .,,--—— . ..



In)l mass of charge in coinbustion chamber at condition ~
of the cycle, slugs

p--
T av-erage power developed. by thrust o.f discharge,

f’t-lb/sec

——

‘D average power, deductible for intake drag, fti-lb/sec

F net average thrust powers rt-l”b/sec
(

/=

)
-q

Vi~ r!ozzle discliarge velocity at any instant, fps
t

‘~~).!.nozzle dischz,rge velocity duriily recharging pihase
or cycle, fps

m t~.,-lL.=—tl lm—
3

P density of charge, slu~s/cu ft

~]le a.verag> power developed by the thrust of the
diSCh~r:~;e, based on the assumption that the variation
of fligkt speed iJc durinz the cycle is negligible, is

and. the zve?age ~ower deductible for intake drag is

(70)

so that the net average thrust power is
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I
1“ By substituting the variable;,:

and

m!
X4 = ---

‘“3

arid evaluating all but the first intc{;z.a~Ljequation (’(1.)
becomss

(72)

The nozzle velocity car, be expressed as a i’lu.ctlon of .
the operating conditions anti the i.nstan.taneous value of
mt and therefore is a. function o.f t;he new variabie XL .

From the thermodynamic relatisns for an adtaba.tic expans-
ion, by assuming zero velocity at coildifiio~ 3,

——. —

‘lJt d f
‘—:i‘Y-l - ~ Y= 2gJcp T3 Xt

5
(73)

It should be noted that ‘N+, will exceed sonic \

velocity even at quite moderate ~eat additions and t~hat
the applicability of equation (75) involves assuming the
existence at all times of the necessary form of’ discharge
nozzlee 13y substituting vNt fr,om equation (~~) in

equation (72) and rearranging, the net averap;e thrust,
power becomes

——. —. .
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\pJc;v’”T,~’ &f-’ - x,.-l m,

The average heat

~

)-1

-.

input i.n foot-pounds per second is

.

(74)

(75)

Dividing the thrust power f’rom equatioil (74) by the heat
i~~>ut f’row.equation (75) gives the ccmbfned efficiency:

-,

Substituting the sta.gnsticn te~ipel-atl~rerise AT~ i’or

/V02 2g,Tc,p yields the fol].owing equation for cc,mbincd.

efficiency:

——-—7
‘J ..J,

- -1d
\

XJ - x+ dxt +xi V-J_l

) (76)i?tJ
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(’77)

dXt

–1

(78)

(79)

(80)

.



The Value of ~~e definite integral I of equation (78) is
—,
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T1-~eco~~sta114:-vollmle-cofilbustion ~~ri jet has a con-
siderably higl, er ideal eo.mbir.ed efficiency and ideal
power output per pound of alr handled per second than a
coP.stant-pres sure- combu.stion ram jet . For flight at
500 miles per hour at 3050~0 feet with a combustion
temperature rise cf 1~00 Y’, the combined efficiency of
the ,corstant-volume-comb,ust ion- ram jet obtained from the
preceding analysis is 0.15 and that of the constant-
pressure-combustion ram jet is only 0,06 - a ratio of’
1

Z~:l J70r the conditions chosen. Because of the differ-

ence in specific heats at constant volume and constant
pressure, the heat input to the constant-volurne-combustioil
ram jet is less for tb.e same combustion temperature rise
than that to the constant-press~~re-combustion ram jet in
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the ratio of 1:1. ~!.,and the advantage in power per unit,
mass air flow of’ the constant-volume-combustion ram jet

—. .—.-is.slightl-y less, than..2:l for the conditions chosen.

The difficulty of attaining, in practice, effi-
ciencies that approach the ~deal is probably even greater
for the constant-volurile-combustion ram jet than for the
constant-pressure -combustion ram jet. The very much
higher pressures may introduce structural problems.
Isolating stressed parts of the combustion chamber from
the intense, heat and providing necessary cooling, so
readily accomplished in the constant-pressure-combustion
ram jet with a simple internal shroud, becoriledli’ficult.
There is, in addition, the probiem of obtaining suffi-
ciently rapi,d flar::epropagation. The shutters and.
similar equipment necessary for intermittent operation
add mechanical complication. It is reasonable to suppose
that the added practical diffici~l.ties of the intermittently
operated copstant-volume- combustion ram jet w7ill offset
to some degree the pronounced theoretical advantages.

The lengthy expressio.~ (equation (81)) arising from
the integral appearing in equation (78) makes evaluation
slow and tedious. By use of e coricept of an eql..~ivalent
mean gain of velocity through t“he system ZTIT defined to
be such that the average total power, or sum of average
thrust power a.nclaverage wake power, is given by the
relation

Average total power =mva~m+~ti (82)

a simple although not entirely valid expression for pro-
pulsive efficiency may be derived in a manner similar to
that used for the constant-pressure-combustion cycle:

‘p=‘ +F%s- ’83)
The combined efficiency is then obtained. as the

product of tli~ cycle efficiency from equation (67) and
the propulsive efficiency from equation (83) thrcugh use
of equation (67). Although use of the mean velocity

I
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gain ~ Canriot be e~~et because of the several non.
linear relations involved, equation (83) has given in
the range explored results surprisingly close to the
results of the more correct procedure. For the case
cited of flight at 500 miles per hour at 30,000 feet
with a combustion tempel’ature rise of 1700° F, equa-
tion (35) gave a.propulsive efficiency of o.1189 in com-
parison with 0=.~88 obtained by dividing the combined
efficiency from equation (78) by the cycle efficiency
from equation (67). This agreement is regarded as much
closer than tke qccuracy of the assumptions on which the
ana.lysi.s is based.
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